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THE-OPPORTUNITY FOR A LIFETIME* A LOOK AT CONTINUING EDUCATION

AND WHAT THE WASHINGTON COMMUNITY COLLEGES

ARE DOING ABOUT IT

What is in a name? We can sail it_lifelong learning as the English

do, continuing education as we do in North America, adult education, or even

education for the aged. Lifelong learning is descriptive and has a nice

sound, but to some it seems a bit folksy, and to others It would smack of a_

sentence to hard labor. Adat learning may sound presumptuous, and since

post secondary education is becoming exceedingly difficult to divide into age

category, may not be accurate. We needn't even discuss "education for the

aged." In the State of Waihington, and in general, for the United States and
Z-

Canada the tern continuing education has been adopted in official usage as the

term to apply to that commnnity educational service for those'who have

gradMated from high school or have reached the age of eighteen. In this

context an adult may be defined as a persons (1) employed or employable in a

full tins occupation; (2) retired because of age, disability, or personal

choiceL (3) is a housewife; (4) has assumed responsibility for-himself and/or

for others.
1

Washington Community Collages may'accept anyone over the age of

eighteen, or sixteen with the consent of the local high school principal.

The great adventure of adult life is infinitely more engrossing,
more baffling, more implicated with the possibilities of pleasure and
pain, of success and failure, than any world cruise. You nay not be
captain of the social craft in which you journey, but you can be
captain of your own inner life and of the expression you give to it."

Sevens goes about this job of living will depend on his values and

his interpretation of those values. Learning plays a pre.mminent role in his
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development or disintegration as a human being. In one form or another the

continuing education of *dolts can determine success in Wintering the problems

of personal maturation and social relationships. Everyone needs to feel he

has some purpose in life. He seeks some kind of fulfillment. Some look for

material things and the security they will bring. Others seek the social

world with its mutual support in fellowship. Still others pursue intrinsic

knowledge for its own sake. All are ambivalent creatures. Everyone desires

to be individualistic, and yet a part of society.
3

Through adult education man can develop and master an adaptability to

change, To catch up, keep up, and to forge ahead are proper goals for adult

*donation. The world is changing and the adult has specific responsibilities

as a citizen in an evolving society. The schooling the adult received during

his-younger years is not sufficient to maintain his position as a citizen of

a democratic society. The schooling he received in his youth is not suffi

cient to satisfy his curiosity of the world-about him. As h' lives, a desire

to know more about life is not satisfied by his former education, however such

that may have been. Thus education is a continuous process.

There are many lists prepared by many authors and agencies as to the

expressed purposes of those undertaking adult education. Roger Axford has

provided a rather emprebensive one!

"I, To make up for the deficiencies of incomplete earlier schooling.
Hers the goal is usually stated in terms of the accomplishment
of semi formal certificate such as a diploma or a degree.

"2. To extend and develop further an interest which is already held.

"3. TO meet personally felt anodes

"a. A. better, broader, and more integrated viewpoint.
"b. Greater understanding of civic affairs.
"c. Setter personal adjustment to increasing age.,



"d. Better health.
a. iforereffactive adjustments in home life and tinily

relationships:
"f. Greater social effectiveness.
"g. More effective discharge of social responsibilitienr
"h. Vocational advascament.
"i. Usher social prestige.

"4. To fulfill a compulsory requirement set upon the individual from
outside.

"5. To follow a conscious pattern of maintaining a breadth of view.

"6. To-carry on a habit."

To add to this list is another reason suggested by Axford in a poem

written by a Milwaukee student at the University Extension Division,

University of Wisconsin at Milwaukee:

Liberation

I've registered! I've done it!
I can't believe I'm going,
But like the mail I'll get there
Come rain, come sleet, come snowing!

It's fifteen years sines I was wed,
And for the last eleven
I've cooked, I've cleaned, babysit
Vrem"seven until seven.

And though I love my offspring,
Three females and one male,
And though-2 love my'husband,
My mind is getting stale.

From speaking just to children
Prom morning until night.
Vrom,grecery lists, from ironing
From hearing kiddies fight;

Prom "Yogi Bear," from "Popeyee",
)cram "Captain Kangaroo,"
Prom football games and baseball games
Prom household-bills now due.

And so, despite the many frowns
I quench my thirst for knowledge
One night a week .1. oh, joyous night
This mother's going to college!

Anonymous5

3
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These reasons reveal that students reflect the values of our philo-

eophic discussions. They also reveal that a stereotype still vaguely present

in the public's mind of an adult class held to teach immigrants the ability to

speak and write Inglish has largely vanished, except the occasional one in

large neuters of population or in particular circumstances such as areas in

the Southwest or New York for the Puerto Rican people, or in times of crises

such as Cubans is Florida, and for the Hungarians fleeing to t'al United States

during the revolt of the fifties.

Johnstone and Rivera (1965) composed a social profile of an adult

student as slightly more often a woman than a men, typically under forty,

completed high school or-lore, has an above average income, works full time

and most often in a white collar occupation, is married and has children,1

lives in as urbanised area, but more likely in a suburb than in a large city,

and is found in all parts of the country, but more frequently in the West than

in other regions.
6

Almost all adults have specific educational purposes which they hops

to satisfy by attending school. While intellectual and cultural motives apply

to school attendance almost as much as occupational goals, vocational objec-

tives appeal more to persons between the ages of twenty to forty than to

younger or older persona. Imploymant is a more decisive factor in influencing

the attendance of men than women. Women,, especially married women, attend

classes to gain mental stimulation. Lower income people preparing for vocs

'time believe school is necessary for success. Adults with little schooling

emphasise earning power and development of skills. Those with mach formal

edusation are stimulated mere by cultural motivation and need for mental

stimelation.7
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A study of the influence of socio-econouic class upon adult education

participation reveals some interesting data. Scholastic performance is not

associated_with participation in adult education, but liking school during

one's student days and having wanted to continue schooling is positively asso-

elated with attendance. Peeling a lack of education daas not seem to be a

strong motivation for continuing education. The important factor in adult

participation is one's own socio- economic position and the style of life asso-

elated with that position. The prevailing way in which adult educational

programs are advertised tends to discriminate against the working class adults

because of the way in which they secure information about continuing educa-

tional opportunities. Low skilled occupational etrsta tend to find out about

opportunities from personal contacts while the white collar worker will learn

about them from the maws media. Manual workers tend more often than others to

view education as as activity for children and adolescents, and not for adults,

using such amuses ast "could not afford it," ?/'n probably too old," "I feel

childish going out to classes at night." Whether by design or demand adult

education classes may appeal primarily to the middle class thereby louring

participation rates for those lass educated. Vnemployment workers have the

lowest participation rate in spite of having more fro* time. This can

possibly be explained by the fact that unemployment often leads to a psycho-

logical sense of helplessness, apathy, and virtual inability to make the

effort. If men hold positions requiring continuing education, they will take

courses to help them on the job. Interestingly enough almost all professional

men have taken at least one adult education class in their career, In this

consideration it may be worthwhile that industry design work so that it will

require further learning, and perhaps plan work release programs or monetary

reaunerition an a *tingles for further trainiuS*8
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The effects of age is an important factor in planning the curriculum

of a community college. As the interest and needs of the individual change

with increasing age, the amount of participation and the kinds of courses

students will want to take are bound to shift. In a study of 1,726 adults

enrolled at Crays Harbor Comunity College, Harris found that age had a more

reliable relationship to the nature of adult participation in continuing

education programs than the occupational index level. In his study the shift

from learning for vocational development to learning for leisure as individ-

uals grow older was consistent with. many reports in other literature. His

findings indicated that age was the single beat predictor of the nature of

the courses in which adults would participate.9

Armstrong made a study of adult students-in'Washington in 1965 it

four course categories in six different age groupings.

Percentage of Students enrolled in Types of Classes
by Age Groups

Age of Students Commercial Industrial Academia All Other

Under 21 14.42 10.32 17.5% 10.5%
21 -30 28.22 44.6% >27.92 33.62
31.40 28.42 20.32 ,;22.72 24.82
41-30 22.52 17.4% 19.32 17.52
3140 5.72 6.52 8.2% 9.4%

Over 60 .22 .42 3.32 3.52

While he does indicate the nature of'seurses in the "All Other" sategery it

may be assumed that there would be courses in leisure tile activities,

culturally directed, or short courses in specific interest leveld. His

7E-findings indicate a dramatic drop in participation is any type of sours* after

fifty and indicates a possible need for study why this Is so.10 This is

booming wore important that ever before because mere older people populate



the United States than ever before. "Representing almost nine percent of the

total population, seventeen million. persons are 63 years of age or older."11

By 1970 the number of persons over 65 is well over twenty million. Interviews

with senior citizens and experience has con:timed Vashingtom Community College

officials that senior citizens would rather take part in regular classes than

to be separated out.
12

Courses of general interest to those after 55 seam to

bet

-Bow to Enjoy Retirement Years
Financing Retirement
Sex after Sixty
How to` Travel and What to See.

Health and Recreation for Seniors

Some of the difficulties in education for the,senlor elation seem to

bet lack of self - confidence, difficulty of transportation, lack of motiva-

tion, physical disabilities, and health. Sat on the other hand, the increased

life spas and the lengthened time of possession of mental faculties indicate

that studies must be carried on to prevent a waste of human resources and

encouragement of a happy useful life among an ever increasing segment o r

population.

Provision of programs of adult education can hardly be justified
unless adults are able to profit from them. It is less than a half
century since the belief was coumonly held that adults cannot learn
and that thr, time for education is limited to childhood and youth.
Researches reported ever the period of the last several decades bre
dons much to dispel this stereotype of adult inability to !care.

DeCrow made a comparison of adults and undergraduate students on the

university level finding that adult students do equally well and are perhaps

slightly superior to undergraduate students it learning performance. In

learning ability, without exception, adults shoved equal or superior ability."

Not''s survey of the subject in his somprehensive work on the junior college
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student concludes that there is little change in the primary ability to learn

through the adult_yoers up to senility.16 Implieatiems of these studies shoo.-

lag that adults have ability to learn, and that the ems tins there is a

dramatic drop off of adults in classes after sixty would seem to indicate that

efforts must be made to motivate elder citimus to the shallows of knowledge

and mental activity. Many eshievemats in the frontiers of learning have been

dons by mon and women after their sixties or seventies. It is'worth the effort

to encourage those who have the tins, the knowledge, and the aspartame to

continue mental activity both for the sake of humanity and for their own sake.

In 1965 the Legislature of the State of Washington directed the State

Seperinteadent of Public Instruction to prepare a sooprehensive report and

plan for the organisation of community college education in the State. The

State Superintendent decided to ask an indepeadeat reamed% firm to undertake

the study and recommeud a policy plan. Arthur D. Little, Inc. was selected

for the sediment. To assist men with.a tramemdess backlog of national

experiense in the junior college field were enured to serve as consultants.

These were: Dr. Come Sale of the University of Michigan; Dr. lay Jimmie

University of California; Dr. Leland Weber, University of California;

Dr, S. V. Minnow, State University of Nei York; and Dr. Segal Peterson,

President Emeritus of the Orange Coast College, Dr. William N. Crawford of

Washington State University acted as Coordinator for the State Supesintemdent.17

Among the other aspects of the report was a strong resommendatim for

continuing education. They began by stating they had found no rational

statement of policy coaserning the objectives of the States program of adult

educatios. There seamed to be no consistent pattern of orgaaisation or

intent to the mum offerings in this area. Public wheel districts, junior
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colleges, and vocational-tuisal institutes appeared to regard adult educa-

tion as something of a side line and felt that their major f eatioa vas the

education of youth who were about to go on to higher edusation or to enter the

job casket. The report considered the twalaing sad retraining of adults would

become the most dynamic sector of demand for community college education CA

the State. Adult iodination could not be regarded as emersion sitter of the

States educational system, and the sommunty sol-ese must prepare to meet the

n eeds of the adult population. Mayor these needs would be oseupational in

n ature. The report felt that in the unit decade large part of the sonmsaity

eolless operation oust be divested toward providing for adult needs for

ermine job training and also for general Mouth's.

It was obvious to the makers of the report that the obscenest' needs

of adults in Washington mould not merely be limited to J61).4,0001* sonterns.

Their reasoning was that our oeseoute Osten had made upward mobility a

prastisal, everyday reality rather than the subject of merely ideological

debate. -Vow people live, their style of life, what they buy, and bow they

spend their time are matters of increasing mann is Menses life. As a

result, they believed that there would be a growing dossed on the part of

adults of the State of Teshinston to look to education for answers about hew

to live, and bow to speed their tins and talents.

The writers semmestod that in the past this bad beam defloodns a

"sitiseaship educational function" of the sommunity alleges. This tenches

civic and politleal oomootatioas whAsh fail to semprobaud any of the Mass

for which adults is as ere of increasing leisure and dilemma would be

Nokias frees adulation in order to make sore meaminsful lives for themselves.

Tor this reason an ever imareaslas nether of adults would look to the
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community college to provide than with opportunities and pilaus in

recreational activities, *vocational interests, and cultural pursuits.

The reporting staff felt that there was as yet too little recognition

in Veshington of this educational demand on the pert of adults. "It the

community college was to be fully responsive to the educational requirements

of the population of the State, it mast set as one of its objectives the

task of doweleping the kinds of educational programs responsive to these

dynasts and emeritus needs."18

Usdeobtedly influemsed by this report the 1967 Legislature passed the

Community College st of 1967 establishing the commumity eollege system of

the State of Viesbiegtom and expressly stated is the purpose of the law that

commualty services of an edusatiomal, cultural, aud recreational nature, ad

adult education should have egad emphasis with transfer seeress and oesups

timid elocatios.19 The 1969 Legislature made the Community College Aystem

responsible for virtually all adult education is the State. Set even before

all adult proems were transferred from public schools to the amenity

colleges, adult education had inereased comtimually. In 1963.43 adult eduaa

ties was .3 percent of the total soilage program. In 1963.67 it bed decreased

to 1.3 percent of the program and is 196$ was 2.85 wisest. Sin colleges

added extensioa coordinators to their staffs is 1968 in an effort to lamase

progress and outsold then throughout their districts."

The State loud for Community College Idocation bas rather clearly

defined adult *legacies categories which are approved for state sapper! and

those that are not. Sis imageries are approvals

"1. Instruction for adults, or out of 'wheel youth which sae be
credited toward the usual elemembury or high school diplomas
granted by the school district.
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"2. Adult classes pursuing planned learning goals a. a continuation
of formal education.

"3. Adult class., dealing with specific problems or concerns of the
Zanily.

..4,
Americanisation or naturalisation classes conducted for aliens
preparing for citizenship.

"3. Courses designed'to luxes's the occupational proficiency Of the
participantsver to assist in adjustumet to changing job
respossibilitiss.

N66
Vocational educational worsen approved in accordance with the
Washington State Plan for Vocational Xducation."

Your categories are not approveds

"1. Classes manly recreational in nature.

"2. Hobby classes.

"3. Classes for the preelection of goods for the immediate material
advantage of the participant.

"4. Classes organised mainly for community activities and projedts."

Appealed to this.. categories vas a page of specific courses declared

ineligible.21

This has not aluinatei thee* ineligible courses fres community

college offerings nor was it Weeded to do so. A survey of offerings of a

cumber of soilage@ in the Washington System indicates that this is no deter-

rent to imaginative recreational or hobby classes. At the moment, user

contrasted part time teachers or "moonlighting" teachers (contracted full

time teachers teaching entre classes) are paid nine dollars and toasty...five

cents an hour while the college estimates a 20 percent cost of administra

tion. lion - approved courses generally require a minimuM and-a fee that will

vary depemding on the number of hours the class is held and the cost of class

furnished materials. For .sample, Spokane District 17 Adult Education

Cl..... (non»approved for support) typically run for twenty hours, require a
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minimum of fifteen students, and cost twelve dollars and fifty seats plus

whatever materials the students must bring for themselves. Each college has

its own variant of tine, and individual courses will sometimes vary also, but

basically all arrive at soma method of finance.

Course offerings Lathe various college programs are as varied as

human imaenation and desire. To attempt to describe or categorise the types

of offering is beyond the limits of such a paper as this. As one continuing

estemsion director stated, "If you sea get theisialmum 'monodist for a

class, well provide the teacher and the clautoom." Recreation, leisure

tine, hobbies, social knowledge, exotic courses such as oriental cookery and

calligraphy, languages for travel, health, real estate, insurancethey go on

and on. To visualise the extent of the number of these types of classes and

the number of persons participating, a few statistics should be given.

Community College District 17 in 1970 had 336 classes with an onrollmeat of

3,723 students in 31 locations other than the two college locations. Over

13,000 students were enrolled in all evening classes in the distrist during

the year.22 Over 100,000 persons were enrolled in adult evening classes in

the fall of 1969 throughout the State.

Regular evening classes (molar credit classes-..transfer and occupa-

tional) are finessed with State support money and a tuition charge regulated

by the State Legislature. State support is allocated by converting student

class into full time equivalent enrollment and the college receives its

support on the total ITS of,all its students regardless of the time or plass

of offering. Each sollege is required to charge a tuition of eight dollars

and thirty cents per credit hour. Most colleges have a slalom earellseat

for each class, generally ten, but this figure could be lowered by
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circumstances. Since soot classes have more than tau carolled, a class with a

light student load could supposedly be carried by those with a heavier enroll-

ment Sint! it is the total number of bears which provide a basis of State

support.

Sash community college offers a program for those who have not

completed high school and desire-to do so. Students are required to meet at

least the slalom requirements for graduation as established by the State of-

%kabinet'''. In some areas thire are other requirements as well. Tor example,

in lamonds Community College students under tweatpose are required -to meet

the graduation requirements of their local high schools. In Spokane, students

under eighteen are required to have the permission of their local high ',heel

principal and are generally required to graduate from their own high school.

This is an effort not to interfere with public school financing except where

circumstances as determined by the local public schools are determined to

warrant it. Tuition costs vary free twenty-two dollars per subject plus

necessary books to no fee at all. In-those where tuition is charged,

provision is made for those who show financial, need.

Another area of endeavor is the Adult Basic Education Classes which are

designed to sleet the needs of any adult regardless of his educational level.

They aim to improve the total edueatioaal, social, and cultmtal Level of any

individual. They'll's), in addition help adults prepare to take the Conetal

Educational Development Test COED). Since those classes are financed by both

state and federal funds, there is no tuition fee, and materials are furnished.

An interesting innovative program:offered by ComUmmity College District

17, and so far only by then in the nation, was the development of a television

program of fifteen half hour programs to prepare an interested adult to take
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the General Educational Development Test. Students may obtain the accompany-

ing workbooks prepared by the instructor for five dollars a set and then say

take the examination when they are ready. The mare programme expensive to

prepare but is being used throughout the United States And has note than

repaid the cost of preparation: Additional sots of tapes and reprinting. of

the workbooks axe added as rental fees are paid to the district."

The 1971 Report to the Governor from the State Board of Community

College Education-was primarily a report on the progress of the *immunity

colleges towards its six year plan for 1971-72.24 /ties established as the

secoad objective a program to increase the neither of off campus locations to

facilitate continuing education. A good start has already been made as

evidenced by the fact that in 1963 there were a total of 686 evening off

campus sites while in-1971 there were 1526, almost double in the space of three

years. This perhaps wouAd_help account for the fact thit there wore 19,947

students enrolled in community service courses. It is to be remembered that

this does not include students in regular credit courses.25

One of the most difficult age groups for the continuing education

effort to reach is the very senior *Wien. This is not because of an meth

liminess to provide programs or eves lack of effort. Rather it is bemuse

of the characteristics of the age 'group. Poor health, leek of mobility,

leak of self confidence, and a feeling that life has passed them by contribute

to a dowavard spiral of mantles. It is a saddening expeelesee to see the

loneliness, the feelings of futility and uselessness, the mead *meant days

that, all too often, old age experiences. It would seem that sore effort

should be made to study this problem and devise ways of asking the elder

4itison a happy contributing part of society to the very end.
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Throughout our nation the problem of the native Americans to adjust to

contemporary life is a frustrating one for him and for all of us. Sincere

efforts have been lode but progress is disappointingly slow. It may be that

the continuing education program of the community college could Mike-a bigger

effort to provide a solution and it just might well be the vehicle-to provide

some answers. Alle study initiated in Spokane is October 1972 was a beginning

attempt 90 the part of the community colleges to study mays and means of

helping the Indian to help himself. This effort should be continued.

One of the facts motioned in this study was that the continuing

education student tended to be a person of the "white collar" class and better

educated than the average person. Two reasons for this have been suggested.

One would be that perhaps courses are offered which appeal to people of this

socia.econemic class. Research should be conducted to see what types of

programs eight stimulate the "blue collar" orker to attend adult education

courses, and what ways could be developed to overcome his reluctance to

participate in further education. The other problei in this connection sinus

to be bow to effectively reach this trpa of citizen to inform him of the

opportunities available. He is not particularly amenable to mass media

communication. Het that he cannot read, but for some reason it doesn't enter

his mind thst.the message is for hiu. HAllings direct to the household seem

more effective than newspaper advertisement or television or radio announce-

ment, but it still lacks the effectiveness of personal contact. Perhaps new

ways of utilising industrial personnel services and distribution of announce-

ments through such means as an ad on paychecks would help. Encouragement

throushesonetary advaacemeat and by seams of relearned time would help.
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Perhaps unions could be persuaded to take a more positive role. A study should

be made to encourage participation.

Washington community colleges have come a long way since the report of

1966 chiding the State's seeming lack of program for adult education, The

State Board for Commenity College Education has taken a very active interest

to increase the opportunities for continuing education both in breadth and

depth. The imaginative programs that have been initiated provide courses that

extend from those who have little or no education to those who have spent a

lifetime in formal training. They are not content with just providing the .

subject. They are making tremendous attempts to bring the course to the

student. The subjects are student centered courses in an offortto give the

student what he wants. At the same time they are not afraid of innovation an

that news and more effective ways of learning may be developed. Washington has

been judged by the Carnegie Commission en. Higher Education as one of the

seven "pacesetter" states, but it is not content to rest there. The Six Year

Plan for Community College rducation in Washington is evidence of a commitment

to do bitter.26
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